New Mexico Department of Health B-SAFER (Biosurveillance Analysis, Feedback, Evaluation, and Response) is a surveillance information system to collect health information from a variety of sources and analyze the data for conditions, including bioterrorism, that may be of public health concern. The following information is collected within 24-36 hours: clinical data elements from 6 of 8 local emergency departments (EDs) and from emergency medical services (EMS) reports; admission, discharge, and transfer logs (chief complaints and demographics); hospital utilization data; calls to the regional poison center for drug information; laboratory test requests; and syndromic infectious disease surveillance reports from the state medical examiner's office. We encrypt unique identifiers at the originating institution to protect patient privacy. A medical epidemiologist from the state health department reviews data displays daily and investigates reports. Personal health identifiers can be obtained from the originating institution under state reporting requirements. Illnesses or events are reported from B-SAFER to the health department. We use a distributed, Web-based information system with an industry standard architecture (OpenEMed), compatible with NEDSS. The security infrastructure used enables systems with diverse security infrastructures to provide data to the system with strong encryption and full mutual authentication and authorization of all the clients and servers involved. Data elements are analyzed as received by both fixed and ad hoc rule-based algorithms and anomaly detection. This provides the opportunity to find new or unexpected clinical associations. Syndromic data are subject to natural language processing and statistical analysis based on historical baseline data. Evaluation and validation include sensitivity analysis for real and modeled outbreak identification and impact on response.
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Preexisting electronic data may be useful for computerized syndromic surveillance. One of the earliest and most ubiquitous sources of clinical data is the triage chief complaint (TCC); however, TCCs are in free-text format and cannot be manipulated by computers. We have begun evaluating the usefulness of free-text TCCs in a computerized syndromic surveillance system called the Real-Time Outbreak Detection System (RODS) by testing (1) our ability to categorize automatically TCCs into syndromes and (2) the ability of free-text TCCs to predict cases of acute infectious gastrointestinal (GI) syndrome. Two statistically based text processing systems have been created and tested at classifying free-text TCCs into one of eight syndromes (respiratory, GI, neurological, constitutional, botulinic, rash, hemorrhagic, and other) monitored by RODS. We used one of the text processing systems to classify TCCs from randomly selected patients admitted to the emergency department in 2001 and measured its ability against that of International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision (ICD-9) codes at detecting patients with acute infectious GI syndrome. The text classification systems classified free-text TCCs, with areas under the ROC curve ranging from 0.90 to 1.0. Using automatically classified TCCs, we detected cases of acute infectious GI syndrome with a sensitivity of 0.63 and specificity of 0.94. Using ICD-9 codes instead of TCCs yielded a sensitivity of 0.32 and a specificity of 0.99. In spite of the limited amount of information in a TCC, we can accurately classify the TCCs into syndromes and can identify actual cases of acute infectious GI disorder with fairly good results. In part because of recent bioterrorism events in this country, there is increased interest in the use of existing databases to provide early warning of bioterror attacks. We wished to determine if an existing emergency department (ED) electronic medical record database has the potential to track disease patterns, including bioterrorism events, in real time. The design was retrospective analysis of a computerized database of ED visits. The setting was 15 New
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